


General Description and Instructions 
 
Applications: 

The artisanu NP4-H NS is specially designed for skiving and beveling leather and rubberized 
material. It is used for shaping sloped edges and skiving of various parts for leather goods, such as shoes, 
gloves, bags, wallets, belts, chaps, holsters, sheaths, harnesses, saddles, horn wraps and most all tack. 
 

Features:  
1. Quality design, compact size, easy operation, simple to adjust with smooth operation. 
2. Low noise level is achieved by use of precision bearings and manufacturing standards of the highest 
quality. 
3. The machine has a built-in knife sharpener and is engaged with a clutch lever. 
4. Proper grindstone pressure is assured through use of an automatic belt tension device. 
5. Easy cleaning and replacement of interchangeable spare parts. 

 
Adjustment Procedure: 

1. For flat skiving, use presser foot “A”, for sloped skiving, use presser foot “B”, and for U-shaped skiving, 
use presser foot “C”. (See diagram 4.) To adjust the desired skiving depth, turn the knob (part #1 on diagram 
1) which adjusts the height of the presser foot (#16). Various skiving widths are obtained by adjusting the 
guide (#31). The eccentric screw (#26) makes different angles of skiving possible. To change the angle, 
loosen the knob (#14), turn the screw to the desired angle, and then tighten the knob. 
2. When it is necessary to change the feeding speed, change the position of the V-belt between the pulleys. 
(See diagram 2, part #36 and diagram 3, part #16.) 
3. The clearance between the feed wheel and the bell knife is adjusted by turning one or both of the feed 
roller positioning knobs. (See parts #64 and #67 on diagram 3). The left knob (#64) moves the roller up or 
down and the front knob (#67) will change the angle of the feed roller. Be sure the feed roller does not contact 
the bell knife. 
4. To sharpen the bell knife, flip the clutch lever (part #50 on diagram 2) into its vertical position to engage 
the sharpening stone drive belt and then slowly turn the left front knob (#36) to begin sharpening the bell 
knife. 
5. After sharpening, you may find the bell knife’s edge too far to the right. When this happens, move the bell 
knife to the left by temporarily attaching the handle (part #29 on diagram 2), which is found with the 
accessories, to the right front knob (#28) and turning it counter-clockwise. 
6. You may change the position of the cleaning device by using the interior cover tool (item #4 on diagram 4), 
which is included as an accessory. 
 

Maintenance: 
1. Before operation, make sure the machine in good condition. 
2. Periodically oil and grease all moving parts. 
3. Sharpen the knife when it becomes dull. 
4. If you hear the machine making abnormal noise(s), stop and check it immediately. If necessary, have it 
repaired by a qualified technician. 
5. Keep the machine clean. 


















